RANCH DOG INSPECTION EVALUATION FORM

Evaluation of the dog's natural ability, training, and performance.

Dog's name: ____________________________ Reg. #: ______________
Owner's name: ________________________________
Address: ________________________________
Date of inspection: ________________________________
Location of inspection: ________________________________

STYLE:  Header _______ Heeler _______

GRIP: Where does the dog grip?
Nose ____  Poll ____  Ears ____
Face ____  Heels ____  Leg ____
Hock ____  Tail ____  Body ____
Front Feet _______

Is the grip used efficiently? ____  If no, why not? ________________________________

COMMENTS: ________________________________________________________________

BARK: Never _____  Occasional _____  Always ________________________________
Is the bark efficient? _______  If no, why not? ________________________________

COMMENTS: ________________________________________________________________

WEAR: Does the dog wear? ____  Efficiently? _____  Too little? ________________________________
Too much? ____

COMMENTS: ________________________________________________________________

EYE: Does the dog show any eye? _________
Intense __________  Moderate __________  Slight __________
Constantly __________  Occasionally __________
When confronting an animal __________
While holding animals __________
Was "eye" effective __________

COMMENTS: _______________________________________________________________________

**ATTITUDE TOWARD STOCK:** Confident _______  Intent __________
Lacks confidence at times __________  Intimidated ________
Distracted _________  Lacks interest __________

COMMENTS: _______________________________________________________________________

**POWER:** Dog has power __  Dog lacks power __  Dog over-powers stock __

COMMENTS: _______________________________________________________________________

**TRAINING:** Dog takes direction and is under control __________
Dog takes direction, but handler loses control of the dog at times __________
Dog is out of control, does not take direction __________

COMMENTS: _______________________________________________________________________

**ABILITY TO CONTROL STOCK:** Dog has control of stock at all times __________
Dog loses control at times and needs some assistance from handler __________
Handler keeps the stock under control more often than dog __________
Dog has no control of stock __________________________

COMMENTS: _______________________________________________________________________

Did the dog complete the work described in the application? __________________________

This dog has proven itself a valuable asset to its owner.

PASS _______  FAIL __________

Judge's Signature ___________________________  Date __________

**JUDGES:** THIS EVALUATION MUST BE RETURNED TO THE ASCA BUSINESS OFFICE
POSTMARKED NO LATER THAN 30 DAYS AFTER THE INSPECTION